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THE CLASS NUMBER OF THE FIELD

OF 5"TH ROOTS OF UNITY

LAWRENCE C. WASHINGTON1

Abstract. Let h~ be the relative class number of the field of 5"th roots of

unity. If / is any prime number, then the /-part of h~ is bounded indepen-

dent of n.

Let A: be a number field, K/k the cyclotomic Z^-extension of k, and kn the

unique intermediate field of degree p" over k. In [4] it was conjectured that if

/ ^ p is any prime number then the /-part of the class number of kn is

bounded independent of n. This conjecture arose from analogy with the case

of function fields over finite fields, where Zp-extensions can be obtained by

extending the field of constants. In this case it is not difficult to show that the

/-part of the order of the group of divisor classes of degree zero is bounded

independent of n [4].

For number fields, the conjecture has been proved when k/Q is abelian

and p = 2 or 3. The main obstacle for larger primes p is the existence of

p-adic (p — l)st roots of unity, which are, of course, harder to handle when

p > 5. In this note we attack the case of the simplest Z5-extension, namely the

one obtained by adjoining all 5"th roots of unity, for all n > 1, to the field of

5th roots of unity.

Recall that for any imaginary abelian number field K there is a maximal

real subfield K +, and since K/K+ is totally ramified (at oo) the class number

h+ of K+ divides the class number h of K. The quotient h/h+ is called the

relative class number h ~.

Theorem. Let h~ be the relative class number of Q(f5n), where f5„ is a

primitive 5"th root of unity. Let I be any prime number and let le- \\h~. Then e~

is bounded as n -^ oo. In fact, if m, is determined by 5m'||/4 — 1 and n > 2m, +

2, then l\h~/h~_v (la\\b means la\b, la+iJfb).

Proof. Since 5 is a regular prime, 5\h~ for any n [2], Therefore, we

assume / ¥= 5.

The set of odd Dirichlet characters of Q(iV) is obtained as follows: Let Xp

X2 be the odd characters for Q(f5)/Q and let xpn be a character of conductor

5" such that xpn(a) depends only on a4 mod 5" (therefore \\>n generates the
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characters of the subfield of Q(£5«) of degree 5"_1 over Q). The odd

characters of Q(f5~) are then {X/U^}' where / = 1, 2 and 0 < j < 5"_l — 1.

Since Xj^i is a'so a character for Q(f5,-i) if 5\j, we obtain from the analytic

class number formula [1]:

h- 2    5- -' -1

^ = 5-n  n (-k,«),
"n-1 ,= 1 ./-ltf-fr

where

B\.x,V, = TU      2     «X,^(«)-
J     0<a<5"

Let /^ = Q(V- 1 , t;5„). Note that Bx ^ G F„. For positive integers n, m

with n > 2m, let Tr be the trace function from Fn to Fm. We shall calculate

Tr( j 5, ^), where x = Xi or Xi- Note that Tr(fy) = 0 if c > m. Therefore,

Tr(Ua))^0^U"f= l^U"5")= 1

<=> fl4'5" = 1 mod 5" ** a4 = 1 mod 5"'"',

in which case Ar(xpn(a)) = 5"~mxpn(a). Therefore,

0<a<5";a4=l (5"-"")

Let b satisfy ft4 = 1 mod 5"-m, 1 < b < \ 5"'m (so b = 2 or 3 mod 5). Then

the sum becomes

7     Sm 2 aXPn(a) +   t—^7 2 «X«r'n(«)-
^     J      o=±l(5"-m) a=±6(5"-"')

We now evaluate Sa=±c(5"-».) axV'n(fll)» where 0 < c < 5"~m and 5-fc. First,

note that

2     V„(c + *5»—) = ^(c)2*,(l + c-'W—) = 0,
0<yt<5m

since the latter sum is over the subgroup (1 + 5"~mZ)/(l + 5"Z) of

(Z/5"Z)X. Therefore, using the fact that x is an odd character of conductor 5

and xpn is an even character, we obtain

5m-l

2   (c + 5"-mt)X^„(c + 5"-mt) + (5" - c - 5n-mt)XxP„(5" - c - 5"-"'t)

; = 0

5m_]

= 2x^(0 • 5"-" 2  <*„(! + c-lt5"-"').
1=0

Let f = xpn(l + 5"~m), so f is a primitive 5"'th root of unity. Then, since

n > 2m. we have

(1 + 5"-m)'= 1 -I- t>5"-m mod 5",

so we obtain
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2        axxpn(a) = 2 • xrf-.(c)5-" 2  *Vh
«5±c(5"-") «-0

= 2X^(c)-5"-l/(r"'-l).

Therefore,

.,      ,      i      My      i      X(W
5"  Tr^U,^) - -^77 + pn — - j. _ j + ^_, _ ]

for some integer a, since Z>4 = 1 mod 5"~m implies that xpn(b)sm = 1.

Now, suppose n > 2m, + 2 and that l\h~/h~_x. Then there is a prime /

over / such that l\\Bx^ for some x = Xi °r X2 and some j with 5\j. By

changing the original choice of xpn if necessary, we may assume that l\ \ Bx ̂  .

The definition of m, implies that all primes lying above /, in particular /, are

inert for Fn/F . If we let m = m, + 1 (therefore n > 2m), we find that

!\5m-"Tr(\Bx<xl). Now let 0 E Gal(FjFm) be defined by a(Sy) = &.,

where j = 1 mod 5m'. Since /"is inert for Fm/Fm it follows that

'H^--Hi^))-Trb-r^&1-

Let a = J5"". Then we obtain (let 7 = 1 + w5m')

£*-'„«*-' - 1 + x(b)r+'au(a+u - X(b){aaua = 0 mod/"

for all integers w. By linear independence of characters [3, p. 209], or

Vanermonde determinants, we see that the coefficients of each power of a

must vanish mod /. The only way this can happen is to have b~\ 0, a + 1,

and a satisfy either 0 = a + 1, b~l = a mod 5 or 0 = a, b~] = a + I mod 5

(since a5 = 1; note that b~x = 0 cannot happen because of the choice of b).

Therefore, either fe-1 = — 1 mod 5 or Z?~' = 1 mod 5. But neither of these

can happen since b = 2 or 3 mod 5. We have therefore obtained a contradic-

tion; consequently we must have l\h~/h~_x.    Q.E.D.

We remark that using the action of the Galois group plus linear indepen-

dence of characters is essentially equivalent to multiplying the expression by

an arbitrary root of unity and applying the trace function. This latter method

was employed in [4, p. 180]. The calculations are the same in both cases. In

fact, the trace function could have been used in the last step of the above

proof, with the same result.

Finally, we note that the above theorem unfortunately does not seem to

imply the corresponding result for the full class number hn, since the usual

techniques for using h~ to obtain results about /in+ require that the /th roots

of unity be in the field being considered (see [4]).
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